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Abstract 
 

Astrology is an ancient art that based on Hindu religious scriptures. The movement and positions of celestial bodies can have a profound impact 
on our love life, work life, and everything in between. A major part of Astrology is using the movements and relationships of the planets to 
forecast what will be happening in our lives. It is believed that each zodiac sign and planet is connected to the body’s parts and functions. 
Medical astrology is an ancient medical system that searches the mysteries of the possibilities of diseases that are likely to occur in the future. 
The aim of this study was to display the association of celestial bodies on blood cancer. The random sampling of fifteen blood cancer treating 
individuals were included in this study and selected for the Kundali (birth chart). The Kundali was prepared on the date and the time of birth of 
the patients recorded by them. The preparation of Birth-chart, mainly Lagna Kundali, was based on the calendar issued by the Nepal Panchanga 
Nirnayak Committee. In majority of the patients, the Moon and Mars which is the causal-factor of blood cancer, found to be victimized by the 
sinful planets like Mars, Saturn Rahu and Ketu. Such relationship between causal-planet (Moon & Mars) and sinful planets (Saturn, Mars, Rahu 
and Ketu) in analysis showed the possibility of blood-cancer. Hence, it is better to introduce the Medical astrology to prevent the blood cancer in 
modern practice. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

Astrology is a kind of science. It is considered as the light of 
knowledge. As light shows the objects lying in the darkness so 
does astrology predicts the person's future activities. And it 
offers guidelines as for possible. Astrology can introduce the 
mystery of pre-life of the person’s impact on the birth position 
of the person called Lagna Kundali. It can guess only by the 
astrology about the past, present and future result of 
individual’s action. It is taken as to be the true tool of 
astrology. Medical astrology is an ancient medical system that 
associates various parts of the body, diseases, and drugs as 
under the influence of the sun, moon, Mars, and planets, along 
with the twelve astrological signs. It searches the mysteries of 
the possibilities of diseases that are likely to occur in the 
future. The astrological horoscopes can assume the reason of 
the blood cancer disease. This type of cancer is caused by the 
rapid production of abnormal blood cells; mainly white blood 
cells in the bone marrow. These abnormal blood cells affect 
the bone marrow's ability of the production of red blood cells 
and platelets too. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

In this study, random sampling collection of horoscopes, birth 
date, location and time was made. The position of the planets 
in the horoscopes, the Yukti, situation, Dristhi, planet's Kartari, 
strength of the planets has been detected on the basis of the 
astrology from different horoscopes.  
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Total fifteen blood-cancer patients, some have taken curative 
chemotherapy and some had under the supportive and 
palliative care after definitive diagnosis of blood cancer were 
included in the study. Prediction of different horoscopes and 
Lagna Kundali were generalized by qualitative method for the 
blood cancer on the basis of astrological influential analysis. 
 
Limitation of the study 
 
This study based on the random sampling of blood cancer 
patients which were under treatment. The horoscopes are made 
on the basis of astrology principle and prediction has been 
done on the basis of the Falit astrology. This study being the 
inclusion of fifteen blood cancer patients which may not be 
fully accepted in general but would be needed an extra study 
and research from the point of medical astrology perspective. 
 

RESULTS 
 
This study explained the fifteen cases based on the Lagna 
Kundali through the interaction made on the blood cancer 
patients and their horoscopes that made to identify the case on 
the main point of the position of the Planets influential on 
birth. 
 
Case number 1: In this patient, Lagnes of Birth chart was 
Mercury (Budha) which placed at 8th house in Aries zodiac 
sign. Astrologically this house is known as house of death, 
pain and chronic disease. The Lord of second house was Venus 
(Sukra) placed with the Sun (Surya), Mars (Mangala), Mercury 



and Ketu making a Chaturgrihi-Yog (placement of four planet 
in same zodiac sign). The Chaturgrihi-Yog at Trik house (6rd, 
8th and 12th house) consider as a bed symbol for the 
individuals. Whereas, the Lord of second house (Venus) 
known as a Marak- Graha (Death related planet ) and gives 
negative result. Lord of 6th was Saturn (Sani) placed with 
Rahu at second house in Libra zodiac sign. Whereas, the 
second house victimized by sinful planets like the Saturn and 
Rahu. The Lord of 8th house was the Mars placed with Ketu at 
8th house in Aries. Whereas, the Mars is a causal-factor of 
RBC (Red Blood Cell) victimized by Ketu and fully suffered 
by the Saturn and Rahu. The Lord of 12th was Sun placed at 
8th house in Aries which was fully victimized by the Saturn 
and Rahu. 
 
Note: The Mars was fully suffered by Saturn and Rahu. The 
Sun victimized by Ketu. The Mars placed at 8th house which is 
considered as the house of chronic disease. 
 
Case number 2: The Lagnes of Lagna Kundali (Birth-chart) 
and Lord of 6th was the Mars placed at Lagna (1st house) in 
Scorpio and was fully suffered by Saturn. The Marak-plalet, 
Jupiter co-jointly present with Rahu at 10th house in Leo and 
fully seen by Ketu. The Bhagyas (lord of luck) was Moon 
places at 8th house in Gemini which was fully suffered by 
Mars and Ketu. Whereas, the Moon considered as a causal-
factor of WBC (White Blood Cell) and placed at the house of 
chronic disease. The Lord of 12th was Venus placed at 6th 
house with Sun in Aries astrologically it gives negative result 
to the Native. The Lord of 8th was Mercury placed at 6th 
house it was indication of illness and disease susceptibility. 
 
Note: The Lord of disease house (Roges) was victimized by 
Saturn and the Mars suffered by Ketu. Forth house (placed of 
moon) victimized by Ketu. The Moon placed at 8th house and 
suffered by Ketu. 
 
Case number 3: The Lagnes of the Lagna Kundali was Mars 
and co-jointly placed at Lagna. Lord of second house (Jupiter) 
placed at 3rd house with Rahu and Venus in Carpi corm. The 
Roges (Lord of 6th house) was Mars placed at 1st house and 
Lagna being weaked. The Astames was Mercury placed at 3rd 
house and 8th house was fully sighted by the Mars. 9th house 
was victimized by the Ketu in cancer zodiac sign which was 
fully sighted by the Rahu. 12th Lord was Venus present with 
Rahu and Jupiter and fully seen by Ketu. 
 
Note: The Lord of disease house (Roges- Mars) was placed at 
Lagna with sun. The Mars fully suffered by Ketu. The Moon 
suffered by Mars. 
 
Case number 4: The Lagnes of the Lagna Kundali and Lord 
of second house was Saturn co-jointly present with the Rahu 
situated at 10th house in libra zodiac sign. The Lord of 3rd 
house was Jupiter placed with Sun and Mercury at 6th house in 
Gemini. The Roges was Mercury placed at disease house in 
Gemini. The Lord of 8th (Sun) and the Lord of 12th (Jupiter) 
was placed at 6th house of the same Kundali. 
 
Note: The fourth house was victimized by Ketu and also fully 
sighted by Saturn. 
 
Case number 5: The Lagnes of the Lagna Kundali was Moon 
placed with Sun, Mercury and Ketu at 3rd house in Virgo. The 
Lord of 6th house was Jupiter placed at 4th house in Libra and 

fully suffered by Mars. The Lord of 8th house was Saturn 
placed at Lagna in cancer zodiac sign and the Lagna being 
weaked. The Mars present at 10th house and in Aries and give 
full sight to Lagna. The Lagnes Moon fully suffered by full 
sight of the Rahu. As the Moon placed with Ketu, it found to 
be weakened and fully suffered by Saturn also. 
 

Note: The Moon suffered by Rahu and Ketu. The Moon known 
as a causal-factor of WBC and co-jointly present with Sun. 
 

Case number 6: The Lagnes of The Lagna Kundali was the 
Mars present at 9th house in Cancer zodiac sign. The second 
Lord (Jupiter) placed at 3rd house in Carpi corm which was 
fully suffered by Mars. The Roges present at 9th house and 
reciprocal with Jupiter. Astames (Lord of 8th house) placed at 
Lagna which was fully suffered by Saturn. Bhagyas (Lor of 9th 
house) was Moon placed at 12th house and fully suffered by 
the Mars. The Saturn placed at 11th house in Virgo which 
gives full sight to the 8th house. 
 

Note: The Lord of disease house was Mars placed at Bhgya-
sthana (9th house) as a diminished (lower) condition in cancer 
zodiac sigh. Causal-factor of WBC (Moon) placed with Sun 
and gives full sight to the disease house. 
 

Case number 7: Lagnes of the birth-chart was Venus placed 
with Sun and Mercury at 8th house in Taurus which fully 
suffered by Saturn. The second house was victimized by 
Saturn and the Lord of second house was Mars placed at Lagna 
in Libra. The Roges Jupiter co-jointly present with Rahu at 
11th house in Leo zodiac sign was suffered by Sun. The 
Astames (Venus) placed at 8th house and fully suffered by 
Saturn and Mars. The Lord of 12th house was Mercury placed 
at 8th house and fully suffered by Saturn and Mars. 
 

Note: The Lord of disease house (Rogesh) victimized by Rahu. 
The Jupiter was suffered by Saturn. The Jupiter co-jointly 
placed with Rahu making as a Guru-Chandal-yoga. 
 
Case number 8: The Lagnes (Venus) was placed at 1st house 
in Taurus and fully suffered by Saturn and Rahu. The Marak-
planet (Mercury) placed at Lagna and fully sighted by Saturn. 
The Moon, Mars and Ketu were placed at 3rd house in cancer 
zodiac sign and fully sighted by Rahu. Roges was Venus 
placed with Sun and Mercury at Lagna in Tauras and fully 
sighted by Saturn. The disease house was seen by Mars. 
Astames (Jupiter) was placed at 8th house in Sagittorn and 
fully suffered by Saturn. The Lord of 12th was Mars placed 
with Moon and Ketu fully sighted by Rahu. 
 

Note: The Moon victimized with Mars and Ketu. The March 
was diminished (Nicho). The Roges (Venus) placed with Sun 
at Lagna. The Roges fully suffered by Saturn. 
 
Case number 9: The Lagnes (Jupiter) placed with Mercury 
and Rahu at second house in carp corm. The Sun and Mars 
were co-jointly present at Lagna and fully suffered by Rahu. 
The Lord of 6th house was Venus placed at 3rd house in 
Aquarius and fully suffered by Saturn. The Lord of 8th house 
was Moon co-jointly placed with Ketu and fully suffered by 
Mars. The Saturn placed at 9th house in Leo zodiac sign which 
gives full sight to disease house. The Lord of 12th was Mars 
which co-jointly present with Sun at Lagna in Aquarius. 
 

Note: Guru-Chandal Yoga was at second house. The Mars 
victimized by Ketu and fully sighted by Rahu. The Moon fully 
suffered by Mars. 
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Case number 10: The Lagnes and Marak planet of birth-chart 
was Saturn placed with Rahu and Moon at 10th house in Libra. 
The Lord of 3rd house was Jupiter placed at 6th house in 
Gemini. The Ketu placed at 4th house and being the Sukha-
Bhave being victimized. The Lord of 5th house was Venus 
present at 12th house and fully suffered by Mars. The Lord of 
6th and 8th house, Mercury, and Sun were co-jointly present at 
11th house in Scorpio. The Lord of 7th was Moon placed with 
Saturn and Rahu at 10th house in Libra and fully seen by the 
Ketu. The Lord 8th house was Sun place with sixth Lord 
(Mercury) at 8th house in Scorpio. The Mars placed at 9th 
house which gives full sight to 12th house. The lord of 12th 
house was Jupiter placed at disease house. 
 
Note: The Moon was victimized by Rahu and Saturn. The 
Roges (Mercury) was victimized by Sun. 
 
Case number 11: The Lagnes of the Lagna Lundali was Sun 
was placed with Saturn and Mercury at 2nd house in Virgo and 
fully suffered by Rahu. The Marak planet (Mercury) was co-
jointly present with sun and Saturn. The Mars co-jointly 
present with Venus at 3rd house in Libra which gives full sight 
to the Moon. Whereas, the Moon presents at 10th house the 
Lord of 4th house was Mars co-jointly present with Venus at 
3rd house in Libra and fully suffered by the Ketu. The Lord of 
5th house (Jupiter) present At 8th house in Pisces and fully 
suffered by the Saturn. The Lord of 6th house was Saturn 
placed at 2nd house with Sun and Mercury. The Lord of 8th 
house was Jupiter placed at same house fully suffered by 
Saturn. The Lord of 12th house was Moon fully suffered by 
Mars. 
 
Note: The Roges (Saturn) was victimized by Sun. The Mars 
was fully suffered by Ketu. The Moon was fully suffered by 
Mars. 
 
Case number 12: Lagnes of the birth-chart was Jupiter placed 
at 9th house in Scorpio which fully suffered by Rahu. Second 
house was considered as a Marak-bhava which was fully 
suffered by Mars. The Lord of second house was Mars co-
jointly present with Mercury at 11th house in Carpicorm. 
Saturn placed at 5th house in Cancer zodiac sign and the Lord 
of 5th house was moon placed at 8th house. Ketu was at the 
6th house in Leo and fully seen by the mars. The Roges Sun 
was co-jointly present with Rahu at 12th house in Aquarius. 
The Astames (Venus) placed at Lagna in Pisces. Bhagyas 
(Lord of 9th) was Mars also known as a Markes and placed at 
Saturn's house and reciprocal with Saturn. The Lord of 12th 
house was Saturn placed at 5th house and reciprocal with 
Mars. 
 
Note: The Roges (sun) co-jointly placed with Rahu making 
Garahan-Yoga. The Mars fully suffered by Saturn. The Moon 
(Moon being weakened) placed at 8th house which considered 
as a house of chronic disease. 
 
Case number 13: The Lagnes of the birth-chart was Mars co-
jointly present with Moon at 3rd house in Carpi corm. The 
second house was victimized by Ketu and the Lord of 2nd 
Bhava (Jupiter) was co-jointly present with Rahu at 8th house 
in Gemini. Mars and Moon co-jointly present at 3rd house in 
Carpi corm and the Mars give full - sight to the disease house. 
The Lord of 4th house was Saturn placed at 7th house which 
give full sight to the Lagna . The Lord of 6th house was Mars 
placed with Moon. The Mars is a causal-factor of RBC and 

Moon is the causal-factor of WBC and both are co-jointly 
situated at Saturn's house. The Lord of 8th was Mercury placed 
with Venus at 12th house in Libra. The Lord of 12th house was 
Venus was co-jointly placed at the same house. The Lagna was 
fully suffered by the Saturn. 
 
Note: The Saturn and Sun were in reciprocal sight. The Rahu 
and Ketu were in reciprocal position in 2nd and 8th house. The 
Moon was victimized by Mars. 
 
Case number 14: The Moon placed at Lagna in Taurus and 
fully suffered by Mars. The Lagnes (Venus) placed at 5th 
house with Rahu, Mercury and Sun in Virgo fully seen by 
Ketu. Jupiter placed at 3rd house and fully suffered by Saturn. 
The Lord of second house was Mercury placed with Venus, 
Sun and Rahu at 5th house in Virgo and fully sighted by ketu. 
The Roges Mercury was suffered by Rahu and fully seen by 
Ketu. The Saturn placed at 6th house and, 8th house was fully 
sighted by Saturn. The Lord of 12th was Mars placed at 7th 
house in Scorpio. The Moon and Mars were in reciprocal 
relation. 
 
Note: The Jupiter was fully suffered by Saturn. The Jupiter 
was in high (Uccha) position. The Saturn was at High (Uccha) 
position. Chaturgrihi-Yoga in 5th house considered as a Raj-
Yoga in all aspect. 
 
Case number 15: The Lagnes of the birth chart was Venus co-
jointly present with Sun at 9th house in Gemini. The Lord of 
second house was Mars co-jointly present with Ketu at 10th 
house in Cancer zodiac sigh and fully suffered by Rahu. The 
Lord of 4th house was Saturn placed at 11th house in Leo and 
give full sight to Lagna and Astam Bhava (8th house). The 
Lord of 6th house was Jupiter placed with Moon at 3rd house 
in Sagittarius and seen by the Sun. The Astames (Venus) 
present with Sun at 9th house in Gimini. The Lord of 12th 
house was Mercury places at 8th house in Taurus and fully 
suffered by Rahu. The Lagna was fully suffered by the Rahu. 
Note: Guru-Chandra –Gajakesari- Yoga considered as a Raj-
Yoga. The Mars victimized with Ketu. The Mars was fully 
suffered by Rahu. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
In Eastern philosophy, Astrology is the science related with the 
Vedic (a famous name hindu too, hindu scriptures). It too has 
two sides, Siddhantha Astrology which deals with planet, 
Gochar and condition and Falit Astrology, studies the living 
animals being influenced by the good and sinful planets. This 
has connected its point with study the feeling and touch by 
making birth chart (Lagna kundali), kundali's Falit astro has 
tried to give the prediction. In this study, the Lagna Kundali 
had the main role to predict. Remaining Lagnes weak and 
strong, the person has immunity power to fight with the 
disease on the condition of disease-bhava being seen by the 
sinful planets, the blood - causal-factor of Chandra-Mangal 
(Moon and Mars) may make the person suffered from the 
blood-cancer disease. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The Mars is considered as a causal-factor of RBC (red blood 
cell) and Moon as a causal-factor of WBC (white blood cells). 
Overall, the causal-planets victimized or suffered the native 
which indicated the probability to occur blood-cancer. 
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